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M.A. Sem.-1 (ICT-01) 

DRAMA 

Q. 1 Discuss drama as a stage play. OR Write a note on the Greek tragedies with special 

reference to its stage requirements. OR Discuss the stage condition of the Elizabethan 

play.  

  Most of the elements of the drama and the novel are identical. They are made of the 

same elements. They are sister arts. For example, both of them have the common elements like 

plot, characterisation, dialogue, setting and interpretation of life. But it must be remembered 

that the novelist and the dramatist work under dissimilar situations. Hence between them, 

there is a great difference that is of technique. While the novel is a piece of art, it is written to 

be read and the drama is designed for the presentation. The drama imitates by action and 

speech, what is narrated by the dramatist. The novel is self-contained; therefore it does not 

require any outside help for its enjoyment. The drama is not self-contained. It requires the co-

operation of other elements like art of actors, scenes etc. We, therefore, cannot enjoy the 

printed play. But in a printed novel, we get descriptions, explanations and personal 

commentaries etc. It makes the novel enjoyable. The novelist is free, whereas the dramatist is 

dependent on the stage. In drama, it is necessary to create proper circumstances. In order to 

prove his point, Hudson has given two examples one from the Greek stage and another from 

the Shakespearean stage.  

1) The Greek Tragedy Stage: 

The dramatist has to work under special 

conditions of the stage. In the ancient days, the Greek 

theatre used to be of a very big size, for accommodation 

of more than twenty thousand spectators. The platform 

or the speaking place was shallow. The costumes of the 

actors were heavy. High heeled shoes were worn. The 

actors used to put on masks. These three outstanding 

features of the ancient drama made its actions slow. The 

rapid action was impossible, because of heavy costumes 

of actors. The dialogue and language employed in it was 

rhetorical. Emotions could not be shown properly due to 

masks. Thus, we can say that there no variety of expression could be seen in these ancient 

dramas. The Greek stage was fit for static situations. The subject matter also became limited, 

because most of the scenes were narrated. Yet it possessed the following qualities…  

 (a) It had simplicity of manner. 

 (b) Dialogues were rhetorical.  
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 (c) Characters, used in it, were typical.  

 (d) There was want of actions.  

Yet we find many notable features in the Greek tragedy as… 

(1) The Greek tragedy was associated with religious national festival. Therefore its subject 

matter was limited to sacred and holy myths and there was absence of realism. Since it 

had the story of myths known to the audience, the element of surprise was absent.  

(2) It contained long speeches and slow motion actions. Dancing was supplied by chorus. 

The Greek tragedy, thus, possessed the ideal quality, the great simplicity of manner, the 

rhetorical nature of dialogue and want of action.  

(3) The ancient tragedy had the chorus. The chorus supplied music and dancing. It made the 

Greek tragedy lyrical in character since the actions of the drama was carried on in the 

presence of the chorus, the scene had to be in one spot and the time had to be limited to 

one single day. Thus, the unities of place and time became accepted principles of 

dramatic conception.  

2) The Shakespearean Stage: 

  In order to prove the drama 

as a stage play, we have another 

example of the Shakespearean 

stage. Let us study how the 

Elizabethan stage affected the 

writings and plays of Shakespeare. 

The stage condition when 

Shakespeare wrote the plays was 

different. Therefore, Shakespeare 

followed a particular arrangement 

of scenes etc. The stage condition 

can be given as… 

(1) The Shakespearean dramatist did not have to give any definite location to his action. 

(2) The stage was a narrow open platform divided into the front stage, the back stage and 

the upper stage, which was used for gallery scenes or castle scenes.  

(3) The simplicity of stage setting encouraged rapidity of movement of action and shifting 

scenes, because there was no change of background scene to be made at all. 

(4) Shakespearean play does not have the three unities of time, place actions on that stage.  
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(5) There are too many minor scenes following one another quickly. 

(6) There was a wealth of natural description in the dialogue of Shakespeare to make up for 

the absence of scenery. 

(7) As there was no drop curtain, there was no way of closing scenes, except by taking all 

the characters off the stage in full view of the spectators. Dead men had to be carried 

away. So we find such specific commands to servants or soldiers in the plays of 

Shakespeare. 

(8) Shakespeare cannot end his scene at the point of climax, because there was no drop 

curtain. He is, thus, obliged to carry each scene beyond its most thrilling situation right 

to its natural conclusion. Thus, we see, Shakespeare's work was written keeping in view 

the conditions of the Elizabethan theatre.  

Q. 2 What is the dramatic design of a plot in drama. OR Discuss in detail a few 

outstanding features of structural design of a drama.  

As we know drama is a stage-play. It is a technical art. Its plot follows the principle of 

dramatic design. Every dramatic story arises out of some conflict. The conflict may be between 

the hero and the villain or between good and evil. The conflict in a drama is of two types the 

external conflict and the internal conflict.  

When the hero has to fight against fate or circumstances, the conflict is external, as we 

find in the play, ‘Oedipus Rex’. The conflict may also be against the conventions of society. All 

such conflicts are external conflicts.     

But sometimes the hero has to face the inward struggle - the struggle which goes on in 

the nature of the man or in his mind. When the hero like Brutus, is at war with himself, the 

conflict is called an internal conflict. Prince Hamlet suffers from inward conflicts, so he 

becomes inactive. In ‘A Doll’s House' we also find the make inwards or internal conflict.  

Thus, some kind of conflict is necessary for a dramatic story. It is with the conflict that 

the story begins and with its solution that the story ends. In between is the climax or the 

highest point, from where the story takes a turn towards its solution. This is called the 

dramatic design, wherein we have the five natural divisions of a dramatic plot. These stages 

are…  

(1) Initial Incident  

(2) The Rising Action  

(3) Climax or Crisis or The Turning Point  

(4) Falling action 
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(5) Conclusion or Catastrophe or Solution   

Thus, the structure of the dramatic story is of five folds. Sometimes, denouement (final 

result) is confused with catastrophe. Moreover, in the plays of Shakespeare, the complication 

normally arises in the first act; it runs on into the third Act. The third act contains the crisis. 

The resolution of the conflict continues through the fourth act into the fifth. Sometimes, the 

plot begins with the beginning of the conflict. For this, certain conditions or characters have to 

be introduced to the audience. So we have one more division of drama called the introduction 

or exposition which leads up to the initial incident.  

  The Pyramidal Structure: 

Freytag has given a picture of the pyramid structure 

of how the plot moves.  

(a) The exposition or the initial incident 

(b) Rising action or growth or computation 

(c) Climax or crisis or turning plot 

(d) Falling action or resolution 

(e) Conclusion or catastrophe 

Of course, the climax does not necessarily reach its highest point in the third act. For 

example, in ‘King Lear’, the crisis of the main plot is in the very first scene. In ‘Othello’, the 

crisis occurs in the fourth act. Hence dramatic pyramid is not strictly observed in all plays. 

Now, let us see them individually… 

(A) Exposition or Introduction: 

Exposition in a play supplies the information that is necessary for introducing a play. The 

spectators know nothing about the characters and the circumstances before the action begins. 

This information is supplied by the exposition or introduction, the dramatist uses the devices 

like…  

(1)  The prologue used by earlier writers and the Greek tragedians served the purpose of 

introduction. But this is a crude device. 

(2)  Introduction is given by some particular character in the matter. It is also not a good 

device.  

(3)  Sometimes tedious narrative or a form of dialogue is used.  
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Thus, exposition is very important part of the drama. There are speeches by the 

characters to introduce the action. It is by such dialogues, that the initial incident is introduced 

in drama. There are some points to be observed for a good exposition. Firstly, it should take the 

form of a dialogue. Secondly, it should be clear, brief and dramatic. Thirdly, it should be natural.  

Thereafter start the complications or rising action. The characters and circumstances 

are to grow naturally. By this stage, the story is developed. For example, the best rising action 

we find in Shakespeare's ‘The Merchant of Venice’. Thus, exposition must be natural. It should 

be clear, brief and dramatic. It should be connected with beginning of the action of the plot.  

(B) Initial Incident: 

Plot begins before the exposition is over. Before the end of the first act, the action gives 

a birth to the conflict. Once conflict is formed, the play is made. In ‘Romeo and Juliet’, Romeo's 

determination to attend the ball is the starting point. It is also the crucial incident. This initial 

incident or the exciting force starts the action of the play. The first proposition of the initial 

incident makes the rise of action to its crisis. Every event should naturally grow out of the 

earlier events. Unimportant details must be omitted. The dramatic unity should be observed. 

The dramatic economy should be observed also.  

(C) Crisis or Climax: 

The climax or the crisis is equally important point in the dramatic design. Every 

dramatic story, sooner or later, reaches the stage of development. Here, we find a turning point, 

which is natural and logical outcome of the rising action. The climax cannot be a mere accident. 

The crisis should be natural. The significant events must arise out of the action itself. It should 

not be a mere accident thrown in to the plot from outside. The crisis may be condensed in to 

one single incident or a group of incidents. In ‘Macbeth’, in the Banquet Scene the conflict is 

shown in a single incident, whereas in ‘King Lear’, the crisis stands almost at the beginning of 

the play. Therefore, from climax the story takes a turn and it is called the falling action or 

denouement. 

(D, E) Falling Action and Denouement: 

The denouement is as natural as the rising action. Therefore the story comes to an end. 

It is the solution for the comedy and the catastrophe for the tragedy. In a comedy, the obstacles 

will be gradually removed and the misunderstandings will be clear. In a tragedy, the forces, 

which resist the power of evil, will be removed. From denouement, we begin to sympathise 

with the character and his tragic fate. The real purpose of denouement is to keep the audience's 

interest alive. That is why, some modern playwrights present crisis as late as possible. The 

catastrophe is delayed by introducing new events and complications. In a comedy, unexpected 

obstacles are introduced. In a tragedy, hope is created that the hero may yet be saved.  

All these elements, properly arranged, make a suitable dramatic design.  
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Q 3. Write a short note on Chorus. 

The Greek drama has its origin in Attic Theatre. At that time, rustic festivals were 

arranged in the honour of God Dionysus. Tragedies were being performed during the festivals. 

These tragedies had several characteristics like simplicity, rhetorical dialogues, want of action 

and movement and chorus. Among these features, the chorus is the most significant. It 

influenced the Greek tragedy in two ways.  

(1) It made the Greek tragedy lyrical and  

(2) It gave a way for the acceptance of the dramatic unities of time, place and action.  

Hence, chorus is a curious characteristic of the Attic Drama. Chorus is a body of persons 

moving singing and dancing together. They interrupt the dialogue and progression of the 

action with their odes - interludes. The chorus was necessary for the stage condition of that 

time. The choral hymns were chanted in old days by the village worshippers around the altar of 

Dionysus. Dialogues of actors come later on. So, before the Greek tragedy developed, the 

echoes were in existence in the form of choral hymns. From the choral hymns, the Greek 

tragedy started. 

It is very astonishing that in every Greek tragedy, we find the use of chorus. It is a body 

of persons, who sing and dance. We find them continually interrupting the dialogues of the 

actors. In Aeschylus’s play, about one half is occupied by the choral odes. In Euripides’s play, 

dialogues form only a quarter. In Sophocles’ play, the chorus remains very close and becomes 

an organic part of the play. Thus, the history of chorus in Greek tragedy is a history of gradual 

decay. The chorus was even taken over by Latin dramatist. The chorus is a crude device.  

The Greeks used excellent skill in turning this very element to higher purposes of 

dramatic art. The lyrics of the chorus expressed emotions and moral reflection relating to the 

action of the play. Matthew Arnold says…  

“The chorus was, at each stage of action, to collect the impression, which 

the action would make on a pious thought of mind.”  

About the purpose, Arnold says that it is to remind the spectators of the things of the 

past or off-stage. It also forecasted the things in future. Thus, chorus also works as ‘the 

idealised spectator’. It produces the grand effect on the spectators and makes their feelings 

deeper. 

In the Elizabethan drama, the name ‘chorus’ was given to a single character, whose role 

was to comment on the action of the play - usually in a prologue or epilogue. In the modern 

theatre, the chorus is a group of singers and dancers, who provide a suitable accompaniment 

for the action of a musical play. 
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Q. 4. Write a short note on the Three Unities. 

One of the fundamental dramatic devices is to follow the unities, to which the classical 

dramatists have been very faithful. Romantic drama stands in contrast to the classical drama in 

its opposition to the three unities. The Romantic drama adopted only the unity of action and 

ignored time and place. Nicholas defined it…  

“Let the stage be occupied to the end by a single completed action, which 

takes place in one spot, in one day.”  

The aim of using the unities was to create the unity of impression in the mind of the 

audience. 

Taking one by one, the time must be confined to one day and the place must not be 

changed and the actions must be one and complete. Aristotle himself did not favour the unities. 

He wanted the Greek poets to make laws for themselves. It limited the use of chorus in the 

Greek tragedies. Aristotle did not mention the use of unity of place. And in Sophocles and 

Euripides, we find that the unity of time is ignored. The Greek tragedians tried to prescribe 

them at least for tragedy. 

These unities took rebellious shapes with the Italian dramatists of the Renaissance. 

Corneille, the first great master of French tragedy, pleaded hard for 30 hours in case of unity of 

time. The Romantic dramatists have been indifferent to the unity of time and place. 

Shakespeare never cared for them. His scene moved freely from town to town and from 

country to country. They jump over the time. The comedies like ‘The Comedy Errors’ and ‘The 

Tempest’ are exceptions. This freedom of time and place has its own danger. Frequent changes 

of time and place might result in carelessness, complexity and vagueness. Such romantic excess 

is found in ‘The Winter's Tale’.  

About unity of action there is a difference between the neo-classical and the romantic 

types. Aristotle demands an action, which is one and complete. The neo-classical dramatists 

use this to mean a single plot with no subordinate incidentals characters. It means the 

organically connected coherent action. The neo-classical dramatists aimed at simplicity of 

action, while the romantic drama is a drama of compound plot. In ‘The Winter's Tale’, two plots 

are rolled into one. In ‘King Lear’, two different stories have been mixed into one harmonious 

whole. 

Thus, we find that the three unities are supposed-law only to a few schools of literature. 

They vastly differ in their use of them. 


